CDI 5200 SRD
SETUP AND OPERATION

Wiring
Connect the three terminals in the display to the corresponding terminals in the meter. Connect power either at the display or at the meter; if power is connected at the display, the cable must be 22 gauge or larger and no longer than 60 feet.

Modes of operation
The available modes are:
- Rate (Mode 0)
- Daily Usage (Mode 1)
- Cumulative Usage (Mode 2)

Setting the Default Mode and Decimal Point
Hold the button pressed while applying power to the display. This will put the display in its programming mode, with a “P” on the left and a digit on the right. Pressing the button repeatedly will cycle the digit through 0, 1 and 2, corresponding to the three display modes. Select the mode to be the default and wait ten seconds with the button not pressed. The decimal point will then be displayed in the position to be used in displaying daily and cumulative usage (in units of 1000 cubic feet or 1000 cubic meters). Press the button repeatedly to move the decimal point to the desired location.

Changing the Display Mode
Press the button repeatedly to cycle the display through the three modes. The display will revert to its default mode after ten seconds.

Clearing Cumulative Usage, Starting Daily Usage
To clear cumulative usage, select that mode and then press the button and hold it until the display reads zero. To set the starting time for daily usage, at the chosen time of day, select the daily usage mode and then press and hold the button for ten seconds.
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